
THE LEAK

CASTOR: a Detector of Strangelets at the Core of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

Dear Sir:

I would like to call your attention to a project of the Nuclear Industry, called CASTOR, 
acronym of Centauro and Strangelet Objects Detector, aimed to detect the production of 
strangelets in the collisions between lead atoms that will take place at the European 
Organization of Nuclear Research (CERN) this Fall, starting the 11/9.

CERN was taken to trial in America and Europe, in human right courts (UNO, Strasbourg) and 
federal courts (US), by different scientists - physicists, mathematicians, complexity theorists 
and risk experts - which tried to halt those experiments, asking for an independent Panel of 
scientists, which according to the Environmental laws of  the US (NEPA) and Europe must 
assess the risks of experiments that can affect the environment, alleging that the Safety 
Report of the Organization (LSAG) was an in-house job done by the physicists related to the 
Organization. 

However all those court suits were dismissed since CERN adamantly denied in its Safety 
Report, LSAG, that the LHC will produce strangelets (abbreviate for strange liquid, the first of 
a new generation of Nuclear Explosives, which dwarf the destructive capacity of the Hydrogen 
Bomb) and/or black holes (which according to standard science on black holes – Einstein's 
Relativity – should grow exponentially till devouring the Earth).
Instead CERN affirmed that all the experiments it will do are mere replicas of the collisions 
that take place in the atmosphere, when cosmic rays enter this planet. Hence, since Cosmic 
rays have performed the same experiments for millions of years, the LHC was safe:



CERN safety report and Public web (below: http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-
en.html ) affirm that its experiments are equivalent to those of cosmic rays.

http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-en.html


The plaintiffs insisted that the collisions at CERN between lead atoms (called hadrons) had 
far greater mass-energy than those between cosmic rays. And according to Einstein's well 
known formula, E=Mc2, this implied that heavy masses (strange matter is heavier than our 
matter) will be produced in greater quantities. Hence the LHC should produce strange liquid - 
the explosive substance, which is only found within the inner core of stars, and it is believed 
to be responsible for the explosion of supernovas, which leave behind a remnant star with a 
nucleus of strange liquid, called a Pulsar. 

CERN denied this once and again in its web and press releases, as the previous LSAG 
document shows.

However we have now documents from the Organization, in which CERN acknowledges:
1) That its high energy/mass collisions at the Large Hadron Collider will create events that 

never happen in cosmic rays.
2) That its Hadron collisions starting 11/9 this year will 'likely' create strangelets. 
3)

Unfortunately, according to the most advanced theoretical research on strangelets (the work 
of Peng & Chen from the Shanghai Institute of High Energy Physics) and Jaffe and 
Wilczek from MIT, if strangelets are formed they could easily start a chain reaction called 
'ice-9'  that would catalyze the conversion of the Earth into a 15 kilometers ultra dense 
strange star. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512112
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0512112


THE DOCUMENTS
In the next page (left down), one of the physicists working on the CASTOR team flatly states: 

'My name is Panos Katsas. I work as an experimental physicist for the CASTOR forward 
calorimeter of CMS and my main area of interest is the study of exotic events in heavy ion 
collisions, especially thE identification of strangelets, which are likely to be produced.'

This  declaration was also recorded in a video, bottom left, which was latter cut, and all the 



material with reference to Mr. Katsas work at CASTOR at the end of that video is now 
substituted by a fixed image of this young physicist, Mr. Katsas, no longer working at CERN.

A decalogue of Leaks: the duplicity of CERN.

The duplicity of CERN is constant when referring to strangelets, whose production and dangers denies 
in public and in its Safety 'LSAG' report (downloaded from the bottom of the hyperlink) but affirms it 
will produce in its internal documents. Let us consider a Decalogue of contradictory statements 
between its safety reports and its inner documents, at a more technical level, 'illustrated' by slides of 
'Team Castor' in one of its powerpoint presentations bor CERN scientists:

0) The Organization, which always defended that all the phenomena that will happen at CERN has 
happened in harmless cosmic rays, affirms in his first report on CASTOR, (below) that the detector has 
been constructed to study events at high energy that will never occur in Cosmic Rays: 

  

1) The Organization has been testing its machine, the Large Hadron Collider, at low energies with 
protons and now it has scheduled the first real experiment with hadrons the 11/9. That day it will 
collide lead and deconfine millions of quarks to replicate the conditions of the big-bang, by producing 

http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/castor/html/
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/castor/html/
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/safety-en.html


massive amounts of quark-gluon liquids of which strange liquid (Ab. Strangelet) is the easiest to make, 
with the lightest u, s and d quarks as Mr. Katsas explains in the previous page (left, over his picture).

Yet the Organization never explains that quark-gluon liquids are not only responsible for the original 
cosmic big-bang but also for the big-bangs of stars into Supernovas, in a reaction called 'ice-9' that 
could also cover the Earth into a pulsar - a star with a surface of degenerated neutrons and a core of 
strange liquid.

2) Information on CASTOR, the detector of strangelets, is only available to physicists within CERN's 
site. Yet the existence of such CASTOR project does not come in google searches. Instead the 
Organization has another project also called CASTOR, which is the only one available in google 
searches and turns out to be 'CERN Advanced STORage manager'

Similar searches in google or CERN site search results do not yield links to the CASTOR detector site 
(IE 'centauro+strange or strangelet+castor') only to the CASTOR storage site.

3) In a recent professional book of 332 pages dedicated to the Atlas Experiment that hosts CASTOR, 
'The CMS experiment at the CERN LHC', there is not a single mention of strangelets, when the main 
role of the  Centauro And Strangelets detectOR, as its name indicates, is to look for strangelets.

4) CERN constantly  denial  in public and its  web the probability  to  make strangelets  while in  the 
professional reports about CASTOR that we have digged out of CERN's server, it affirms it will make 
them.

According to those internal CASTOR reports the probability given of Pb-Pb collisions creating such 
strangelets is of 1/1000th This, multiplied by the number of events scheduled will create a total of 500 
strangelets  every  month  at  full  luminosity;  This  contradicts  LSAG assertion that  probability  for  a 
strangelet emerging from LHC would be 'negligible':



   

(slides are from the CASTOR team 'CMS Week' presentation). 

Next document is taken from LHC public web on safety at 
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-en.html 

5) According to the Castor internal reports strangelet charge would be only negative or neutral, as it is 
generally agreed in professional literature and affirmed in the suits against CERN. This is relevant 

http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-en.html


because neutral and negative strangelets will absorb the matter of the Earth much easier than positive 
strangelets.

Yet the Safety Report made public, the LSAG affirms they will be positive.

6) According to the CASTOR internal reports strangelets will be stable for enough time to produce an 
explosive reaction: 'Duration could be stable, or as long as 10^-4 seconds'.

Yet according to LSAG strangelets would be unstable.

7) According to the CASTOR reports, a simple, easy to realize mechanism of strangelet production by 
'strangelet distillation' could be possible, which is however dismissed in LSAG report:

  

8 ) According to standard literature and all the affidavits denouncing this Organization in different suits,  
strangelets will be created in higher number at higher energies (since Einstein postulated that mass and 
energy are equivalent, E=Mc2, hence with higher energy an accelerator produces more Strangelets). Yet 
the LSAG (point 4, second illustration) denied this obvious law. 

However we find in the inner CASTOR reports for internal consumption that CERN actually gives 
reason to the Plaintiffs and standard literature on strangelets considering that it will produce them at the 
LHC at higher energies:

'Strangelets will be produced above RHIC's energy (200GeV nucl-nucl c,o.m) starting at 233 GeV 
nucl-nucl c.o.m.



  

9) According to CASTOR reports strangelets could realistically be produced with atomic mass number 
as low as 18 (met with a dozens of quarks). This means CERN will 'certainly' produce stable 
strangelets, since it will deconfine millions of quarks per second.

Again the CASTOR inner reports contradicts assertions on the public safety LSAG report of negligible 
creation on that range:



  

(From CMS conference report, 5 april 2007)

10) According to the CASTOR report Strangelets are thought likely to have been detected from cosmic 
ray data of collisions in the 70's. This contradicts LSAG assertion that no indications of Strangelets 
have been found.

We are now 70 days before the experiments that will collide in the Large Hadron Collider lead at light 
speed to produce strangelets, ( starting the 11/9, as the next picture shows). 

And according to all those internal reports and CASTOR is prepared to observe them, perhaps for as 
brief as a few seconds, if an ice-9 reaction able to convert the planet in a giant strangelet takes place.



Since we have not found in the server of CERN is any machine, system or prevision to contain the 
exponential growth of those strangelets, if such 'ice-9 reaction'  starts the big-bang of planet Earth.

On the contrary, all what CERN gives to 'the public' is the reassurance that strangelets will not be 
formed, according to the LSAG Safety report, which the same Organization denies in its internal 
memorandums.



This contradiction might be further understood if we consider that in another page of the CASTOR 
project, CERN offers a course for its scientists on how to deal with the press 'maximizing 
opportunities and minimizing risk':

Those documents were sent to us, the collective group of scientists that have denounced the 
Organization in those suits in Human right courts and Federal Courts to forward its publication 
in the mainstream press. 
 
Yours Sincerely

Homo@europe.com
or whoever sends it

Endorsed by the plaintiffs of the suits against CERN in UNO, Strasbourg and the American 
Federal Court.

mailto:Homo@europe.com

